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Nietzsche on Wagner Roger Scruton Wagner was the most philosophical of theme of Wagner's powerful essay on Art
and Religion: Gesammelte Schriften, vol.

But both believed that the religious need is a non-accidental feature of the human psyche, and one that
demands satisfaction. Even God does not constitute an exception at this point. He was not proud enough to be
able to suffer the truth about himself. Claims of that kind place an enormous critical onus on the one who
makes them, and it is fair to say that Nietzsche does not discharge that onus. Wagnerus dixit princeps in
castitate auctoritas. One pays heavily for being one of Wagner's disciples. Nothing is cheaper than passion!
Monks and hermits are often associated with asceticism. It is the disciples of Wagner in the act of worshipping
him He was not the "defective," "ill-fated," "contradictory" genius that people have declared him to be. Very
Parisian! Schopenhauer's discussion of the will profoundly influenced Nietzsche's philosophy. Nevertheless,
striking as the instances may at times be whereby it could be supported, there is always the standing objection
to them that it would be the greatest marvel if chance never watched over our affairs as well as, or even better
than, our understanding and insight could have done. They spent quite a lot of time together, but there is some
strain in the relationship. It is an enactment of that process, into which the spectator is drawn as a
quasi-participant, as in a religious ritual, so that the redemption portrayed on the stage takes place also in the
psyche of the observer. But what overthrows best is passion. What one ought to shun is found attractive. For
Nietzsche an aesthetic justification of the world is one that affirms life and health against decline and sickness.
He criticized Wagner's attempt to produce large works. The result is not rhythmic disintegration but integrated
rhythm without closure. Sympathy interferes with the psychological analysis of great, higher humans. Thus
Wagner is a seducer on a large scale. After experiencing profound pain, a taste for artificial, cheering art is
acquired. The benefit Schopenhauer conferred on Wagner is immeasurable. And he is not resisted. The
controversy surrounding the relationship has led many to postulate that the eventual break between the two
men may have contributed to the untimely death of Wagner in , and Nietzsche's eight-year writing spurt from -
 The Case of Wagner, He means, I take it, that the harmonic progressions are not genuine, but the result of
taking chords whole from one tonal centre to another, as in the enharmonic changes used in classical music for
special effect, and normalised by Schubert in his Lieder. If compassion for the weak is decadence, if sacrifice
is decadence, if the transcendence of sexual desire is decadence, if the renunciation of power for love, and
divine arrogance for human pity are decadence â€” then roll on decadence. It is an idea that can be the
absurdest or profoundest according as it is understood. The case in the Meistersinger. His endless melodies are
not, however, the redundant contraptions that Nietzsche claimed them to be. Questions arise concerning
beloved life itself. Finally, a way out dawned on him: the reef on which he was shipwrecked, what if he
interpreted it as the goal, as the secret intent, as the true significance of his voyage? This imparts dignity. To
such an extent have we become pure fools [allusion to Wagner's Parsifal] Nothing is more certain to ruin taste!
Only sick music makes money today; our big theaters subsist on Wagner. Nothing is more compromising than
a thought! Nor does his music display a rhythmic disintegration.


